HP ENVY 24 Display

Push the limits with a futureproof display that has no borders and cutting edge connectivity.

Highlights

Leave no detail unnoticed with the crisp, clear resolution that you’ve come to expect from FHD—on a micro-edge display. Its simplistic, yet seductive design captivates your senses, pushing the limits of power and connectivity with key features that will leave you in disbelief.

Key Selling Points

- **Full HD IPS panel** with 4-sided micro-edge delivers a new standard.
- **Versatile USB-C™ connectivity** isn’t just for video—it charges your PC with up to 60 watts of power.
- With greater than 99% sRGB color accuracy, you don’t just see—you experience.

Features

- 4-sided micro-edge with full HD IPS panel.
- **DisplayPort™ connectivity** with HDMI® and USB-C™ cables included.
- **AMD FreeSync™ technology** eliminates image tears and stutters, choppy gameplay and reduces mouse lag.
- **VESA® wall mounting bracket.**

---

1 Full high-definition (FHD) content required to view FHD images. 2 USB Type-C™ and USB-C™ are trademarks of USB Implementers Forum. Use only the HP-approved USB Type-C cable provided with the display. 3 All performance specifications represent the typical specifications provided by HP’s component manufacturers; actual performance may vary either higher or lower. 4 FreeSync™ is an AMD technology is enabled on FHD displays and is designed to eliminate stuttering and/or tearing in games and videos by locking a display’s refresh rate to the framerate of the graphics card. Monitor, AMD Radeon™ Graphics and/or AMD A-Series APU compliant with DisplayPort™ Adaptive-Sync required. AMD Catalyst™ 15.2 Beta (or newer) required. Adaptive refresh rates vary by display. 5 VESA® mounting hardware not included and sold separately. Only wall mounting cap included. Options sold separately.